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Chapter 5143
This person’s courage and strategy, are clearly superior to several other
people,

And more importantly, his hatred for the Warriors Den did not decrease,

Because he became a Cavalry Guards, his bloody nature is still there.

At this time, his heart for the subsequent arrangements after the occupation of
this copper mine has been somewhat clear.

Soon, the first Cavalry guard who got the antidote from Charlie’s hand
stepped to the office door.

He knocked on the door and said respectfully,

“The Right flag chief of the Cavalry Guard requests to see Lord Special
Envoy!”

Charlie gave a hmph and said indifferently, “Come in!”

Then, the door of the room was gently pushed open and a middle-aged blond
man stepped into the office.

Back when he first saw the twelve people, Charlie had noticed him,

He looked more like a western face, but had a few Asian features, thought he
should be a mixed race.

Wrapped in black robes, Charlie was sitting behind a wide solid wood desk,
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Looking at the middle-aged man in front of him, and asked, “Did you take the
antidote?”

The middle-aged man hurriedly said, “Back to Lord Envoy, it has been eaten.”

Charlie nodded slightly and asked,

“How do you feel? Did you find anything unusual?”

The middle-aged man said without thinking, “I feel fine, I didn’t find any
abnormalities,”

“And I can obviously feel that after taking the medicine this time,”

“The suppression of the toxins in my body is a bit stronger,”

“So I think it shouldn’t be a problem to last for fifteen days.”

“Good.” Charlie nodded and smiled playfully, then asked:

“By the way, in the Cavalry guard, what position do you hold?”

The man immediately said, “Back to Lord Envoy,”

“This subordinate is the right flag chief among the three banners of the
Cavalry Guard,”

“And oversees the entire right banner.”

“Right flag chief.” Charlie repeated and asked curiously, “What is your
lineage?”
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The man said: “Back to the envoy, the subordinate’s lineage has been difficult
to verify,”

“According to what I know, there are Chinese, Japanese, British, German,
Russian, and several South American countries’ lineage,”

“My earliest ancestors are Chinese, but from a hundred years ago,”

“The dead added many other races, so the lineage has become more and
more confusing.”

Charlie was secretly surprised in his heart,

It seemed that after so many years of development of the Warriors Den,

The bloodlines of the dead soldiers had diversified long ago.

Then, he waved his hand to that person and said,

“Alright, go down first and let the next person in.”

The man said respectfully, “Your subordinate follows orders!”

Soon, a second person knocked on the door of the room:

“The chief of the Cavalry internazionale seeks to see the envoy!”

Charlie said, “Come in,” and the man hurriedly stepped into the office.

He closed the door, came in front of Charlie, and said respectfully,

“Greetings, Lord Special Envoy!”
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After saying that, he looked at the special envoy and others who were
standing motionless around him,

And bowed to the commanding officer respectfully, “Greetings, Lord special
envoy!”

Charlie opened his mouth and asked him, “Have you taken the antidote?”

The man said, “Back to the envoy, I have taken the antidote!”

After saying that, he hurriedly lowered his voice and said in a flattering
manner,

“Lord envoy, I have two important things to report to you!”

Charlie raised his eyebrows and said indifferently, “You can say what matters.”

The man hurriedly said, “The first thing is, there is something wrong with this
medicine!”

Charlie asked curiously, “What’s wrong with the medicine?”

The man explained: “Back to Lord Envoy,”

“After taking this new antidote, all the toxins in my body have disappeared!”
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Chapter 5144
Charlie pretended to be surprised and chided: “What nonsense,”

“The new antidote is specially prepared by Lord for you personally,”

“In order to be able to extend the interval between each dose,”

“So that you can complete more difficult tasks,”

“Its effect is to make the time of toxin attack in your body from 7 days to 15
days,”

“How can it make all your toxins disappear?”

The man said with an anxious face: “Oh, Lord Envoy, everything I said is the
truth,”

“Not only the toxin in my body disappeared, but the other 11 people’s toxins
also no longer exist!”

This involves the second thing that I want to report to you.”

“Just now, the Right flag chief Leroy Li has called on us to seize control of the
copper mine,”

“And even wants us to work against the organization.”

Charlie slightly paused for a moment, then curiously asked:

“Why are you telling me this?”

“Didn’t you ever think about breaking away from the organization’s control?”
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When that person heard this, he thought that Charlie was deliberately testing
his loyalty,

And immediately turned pale with fear, and hurriedly waved his hand to
explain:

“Please be clear, Lord Envoy, I am loyal to the organization,”

“I have no desire to betray! In addition, I was able to reach this post step by
step to today, to become the chief of the flag here,”

“All the opportunity is given by the organization, I would rather die than betray
the organization!”

Charlie smiled and said, “They all say that although the Cavalry Guards and
the dead soldiers are obedient to the organization,”

“They are full of hatred towards the organization,”

“And are always thinking of breaking away from the organization’s control.”

Now it seems that this is not true.

The man immediately took a step forward, bowed ninety degrees,

Put his hands on his head, and respectfully said,

“Lord Envoy, the fact that I am here today is the result of the joint efforts of my
ancestors,”

“So how can I fail them for so many generations and so many years.”

Charlie laughed: “Haha! You are indeed a moldable talent!”
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“This is a new poison specially prepared by Lord to test your loyalty.”

“At first glance, this poison seems to have completely lifted the toxin in your
body,”

“But in reality, he only let the toxin hide temporarily,”

“So as to test which of you has a mutinous intention towards the organization,”

‘And who has a loyalty towards the organization!”

The man’s expression was horrified but soon replaced by an uncontrollable
excitement and thrill.

He could not hide his joy and said out of the blue,

“I was just wondering, with Lord’s holy wisdom, how could he have formulated
such a southward antidote,”

“But I never thought that Lord would be so wise!”

Charlie nodded and said indifferently: “I’m not going to hide it from you,”

“Lord has always known that the vast majority of you Cavalry Guards as well
as dead soldiers lack loyalty to him,”

“And are even full of hatred, he moved this idea, and not to find out those
traitors who intend to mutiny,”

“But through this means, to dig out a moldable talent like you! “

The first time I saw you, I was able to get to the top of the list.
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The man was overjoyed and knelt on the ground with a poof and kowtowed,

“Thank you for the promotion, Lord Envoy!”

Charlie stretched out his hand to signal him to get up,

And then continued to set him up again, smiling and asking,

“According to your understanding, how many other people like you,”

“Are truly loyal to the organization in the Cavalry Guard?”

The man thought for a moment and spoke, “There aren’t many people I can
identify,”

“But at the very least, there are a dozen! They are all loyal to the
organization,”

“And they all hope to make themselves, as well as their families,”

“More valued by the organization through their own efforts.”

“Good!” Charlie nodded and admonished, “After you go out from here,”

“Don’t let the other eleven people see any clues,”

“Then you go to the people you think will definitely not betray the
organization,”

“And quietly tell them the truth about the antidote,”

“And ask them to hold the towel in their left hand when they take the medicine
later,”
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“So that I can recognize it at a glance, and remember not to let any word out.”

The man did not think twice and said, “Don’t worry lord envoy, I’ll go do it!”
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